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Potential Reporting and Verification Structures
for Farming CI Scores



Key Points
˃Current Carbon Program Landscape
˃Status update on first year LCFS Verifications
˃Reporting and structure of Farm CI’s

˃Nothing regarding farm CI’s is final – all 
potential scenarios

˃CA LCFS type approach – Intermediate 
Facility/Joint Applicant

˃ ISCC type approach – Aggregated Group CI’s
˃Other methodologies
˃ Effects on renewable fuel producers



LOW CARBON FUELS 
STANDRD (LCFS) CLEAN FUELS PROGRAM

LOW CARBON FUEL 
STANDARD (BC‐LCFS) Clean Fuel Standard

LCA MODEL CA GREET 3.0 OR GREET 3.0 GHGenius TBD

AVG CI SCORE ETH/FIB 68.89/29.90 58.8/26.45 45.55 TBD

PATHWAY REPORTING Annually Annually Annually Annually
VALIDATION OF 
APPLICATION 2020 Optional NA Required

VERIFICATION OF REPORT Annually 2020 Annually 2021 NA Annually

AVG 2020 PRICE 199 128.08 250.44 TBD

ETH BLEND MANDATE 10% 10% 5% 5%



ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITY COSTS

˃Previous – Time and 
Consulting
˃Change – Validation and 

Verification Costs
˃More complicated when 

involved in various 
programs



California LCFS Verification Update
• Late start
• System not ready
• Big delays
• CARB overwhelmed



FARM CI REPORTING AND 
VERIFICATION STRUCTURES
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Intermediate Facility vs Joint Applicant
JOINT APPLICANT
˃Register with program
˃Register once and “attach” 

to various producers
˃Individual CI Score and 

tracking
˃Subject to its own audit 

and reporting requirements
˃Choice of auditor

INTERMEDIATE FACILITY
˃Register with program
˃Must register with each 

renewable fuel producer
˃Individual CI Score and 

tracking
˃Subject to audit through 

renewable fuel producer
˃Must use producers’ 

auditor



Intermediate Facility vs Joint Applicant
JOINT APPLICANT
˃Subject to all CI pathway 

reporting requirements
˃Only one audit per year
˃Best used if selling to 

multiple producers in the 
program
˃More confidentiality in 

process

INTERMEDIATE FACILITY
˃No reporting requirements
˃Farm could be subject to 

multiple audits in one year
˃Generally best used if 

selling to one producer
˃Multiple points of shared 

information
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Other Methodologies
˃Offset type program –

˃ farm credits and information sent direct to petroleum
companies as offsets to their CI scores

˃Audit and reporting requirements remain with farms
˃USDA Assigned Region - changes in models to base feedstock 

CI on growing region and practices within that region
˃Standard CI Reduction for each farming practice met (x point 

reduction for proof of no till, x point reduction for certain 
fertilizers, etc.)

Lot of ideas still on the table on how to structure farm CI’s



Renewable Fuel Producer Effects
˃Each new farm CI added would be a new pathway for the 

renewable fuel producer (100 farm CI’s = 100 pathways)
˃More in-depth tracking and mass balancing of feedstocks
˃Potential information management from farmers
˃Lower CI’s = more premiums
˃% share with farmers to make it worth it for everyone?

This will take conversations with your suppliers to get everyone 
on board.  If you haven’t started these conversations, now may 
be the time!



Thank you!
kbuttenhoff@christiansoncpa.com
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Monetization of the 45Q Tax Credit
for the Ethanol Industry



Disclaimer

This Presentation is intended for educational purposes only and is 
not intended to replace independent professional judgment. 

Statements of fact and opinions expressed are not the opinion or 
position of Christianson PLLP.  Christianson PLLP assumes no 

responsibility for the content, accuracy or completeness of the 
information presented.  The content may change without further 

notice.



Key Points
• 45Q Tax Credit Update

• Potential impacts of 45Q for the ethanol 
industry



Introduction
State of the ethanol industry 

• Maturity requires innovation

Christianson Biofuels Benchmarking statistic
• Of the 52 US plants in the program 21 are reporting CO2 production
• Estimated that over half the plants we work with are in some stage of 

a CO2 capture or sequestration program

Policy changes provide opportunity
• Changes to the 45Q as part of Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018
• Finalization of rules by CARB under the LCFS



Update:
Final Rule published on January 6th:

• Reduces the lookback period for credit recapture from 5 years to 3 years
• Provides for a flexible approach to aggregating smaller industrial facilities 

into a single project to qualify for 45Q
• Affirming that a wide range of products manufactured from captured 

carbon are eligible for the tax credit
• Confirmed the extension of the credit by two years such that 

construction of CCS facilities must begin before January 1, 2026, rather 
than January 1, 2024, as provided under prior law



Monetization of 45Q Tax Credit
• Increase value of credit

• Extension on start/construction date

• Direct pay

• Minimum capture thresholds



45Q Tax Credit Overview 
What is This Worth?

• 40% of oil price ($23/ton at ∼$60 per barrel)

• $35 per ton Credit = 9 cpg

Source:  Edwards, et al.  “Infrastructure to enable deployment of carbon capture, utilization, and storage in the United States.” PNAS, vol. 115, no. 38.



45Q Tax Credit Overview (cont.)
Carbon Capture and Sequestration (CCS) Impact on CI score



Monetization of 45Q Tax Credit

1. Pipeline





Monetization of 45Q Tax Credit

1. Pipeline

2. Own CCS Project

3. Partner on CCS Project



Source:  Sanchez, Et al. PNAS May 8, 2018.  “Near‐term deployment of carbon capture and sequestration from biorefineries in the United States”



Monetization of 45Q Tax Credit

1. Pipeline

2. Own CCS Project

3. Partner on CCS Project

4. Utilization of CO2



Opportunity Knocks?

1. What is my opportunity cost?
2. What’s coming down the road?



Current Target



Final Thoughts:
Opportunity that must be considered 

• ROI

• Complexity

• Tax benefits



45Q Tax Credit
Considerations

Evaluate your unique situation, and seek 
assistance from a tax expert to determine if 
the credit is right for you and if the value of 

the credit justifies the investment
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